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ABSTRACT 
 

In concurrent engineering, it is difficult to organize product information in an interconnected 
and consistent way due to complicated interrelations and proprietary data formats. This paper 
proposes an information representation scheme which accentuates feature association and 
feature unification. Feature association establishes persistent relations among different 
features constituents while feature unification provides a generic format for different 
application features. A unified feature defines common attributes and methods of all the 
supported application features. Feature relations are identified in application, feature and 
feature constituent levels for controlling the consistency among different application feature 
models. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of a mechanical product undergoes a 
sequence of life cycle phases including design, process 
planning, manufacturing, and so on. Different life 
cycle phases view the same product through different 
application models, such as design models, process-
planning models, etc. Each model comprises different 
information entities relevant to the particular phase of 
product life cycle. However, different application 
models refer to the common final product geometry 
and product parameters. To improve product quality 
while reducing time and cost, the closure of the 
information gaps among different phases, i.e. 
managing product information in a coherent and 
consistent way, is a crucial and challenging research 
topic. 
Ideally, a product information model for supporting 
concurrent engineering should fulfill representation, 
sharing and consistency requirements. Product 
information entities have to be represented precisely 
and completely; information originated in one 
application has to be accessible in other applications; 
and different application models must be consistent. 
Used as information objects, features are suitable for 
supporting applications based on a product 
information model that satisfies the above modeling 
requirements. In knowledge-oriented systems, such as 
product design or generative process planning, 
features can be used as information elements to 
connect high-level knowledge-based systems and low-

level product information models and to bridge the 
gaps among different applications [15]. Fig. 1 
illustrates this concept.  
 

Knowledge-based 
CAD system 

Knowledge-based 
process-planning system 

 
 

Fig. 1. Features as information elements 
 
In this research, a feature is defined as a relationship 
object associating geometric entities. It has specific 
engineering meanings in a specific application [19]. 
Features can be used as: 
(1) Carriers to represent product information,  
(2) Building blocks to establish an application model 

in knowledge-level as well as geometric-level, 
(3) Agents to execute validation and reasoning 

procedures. 
This is in a stark contrast with current feature-based 
computer-aided systems, where four major problems 
exist: 
(1) The lack of explicitly defined semantics for 

engineering features in their corresponding 
applications. The feature ontology and feature 
relations are not well defined. 

Process planning feature model Design feature model 

Product information models (including geometric models) 
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(2) Feature semantics, i.e. features’ validation in the 
view of a specific application, are not well 
maintained during the product modeling process. 

(3) Data interoperability between different CAx 
systems is difficult as they use different data 
formats [10]. Usually only low-level geometric 
information stored in the design models can be 
used for downstream applications directly [14], 
[7], which limits information sharing. 

(4) The granularity of accessible information is 
different and makes across-domain information 
sharing and communication impossible. 

In general, current computer-aided systems still can 
not effectively support consistent information flow 
through the entire product life cycle. To solve these 
problems, information sharing and consistency 
control among different CAx applications are 
necessary. In this paper, a unified feature modeling 
scheme is proposed as the first step to establish such 
an information infrastructure, in which different 
application features can be defined, communicated 
and used consistently. This unified feature-modeling 
scheme includes the definition of: 
(1) Unified feature elements and their semantics; 
(2) Generic geometric and non-geometric relation 

types in the unified feature model. 
 
2. THE CONTEXT OF UNIFIED FEATURE 
MODELS 
This research is a part of an encompassing research 
project, which explores web-enabled, feature-oriented 
database technology that supports scalable 
information modeling and sharing for concurrent 
engineering. This research project targets the 
definition and implementation of a multi-application 
oriented feature-modeling framework. It will provide a 
layer above the kernel for integrating existing CAx 
software packages. It will also lay down the foundation 
for a new generation of generic Application Service 
Provider (ASP) portal-based engineering services. Fig. 
2 illustrates the overall architecture. In the figure, PIS 
represents product information service; ASP 
represents application service provider; PP Ap 
represents process-planning application; Design Ap 
represents design application; Assem Ap represents 
assembly application; PP KB represents process-
planning knowledgebase; Design KB represents design 
knowledgebase; Assem KB represents assembly 
knowledgebase; PF represents process-planning 
feature; DF represents design feature; AssemF 
represents assembly feature; UF represents unified 
feature; AF represents associative feature; SM 
represents solid modeler. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Multi-application-oriented feature-modeling 
framework 

 
3. RELATED WORK 
Two approaches were explored in the development 
history of feature technology: design-by-feature and 
feature recognition. In the design-by-feature 
approach, predefined features are used to create the 
product model. Originally, it was expected that such 
features could be used by downstream applications 
directly. However, features are very application-
specific. For example, design features cannot be used 
for process planning. At the same time, requiring 
designers to create product models using features 
defined for other applications is unreasonable because 
it limits a designer’s creativity. Many researchers used 
feature recognition techniques to extract information 
from design models  [11], [22], [9]. Due to feature 
interactions and multiple interpretations, a general 
and robust solution for feature recognition has not 
been found yet. 
On the other hand, during the product modeling 
process, feature definitions may become inconsistent 
with the real product geometry due to feature 
interactions or inconsistent changes. Several solutions 
were proposed to solve this problem [12], [23], [14], 
[15]. Keeping feature models consistent with 
geometric models is crucial to connect knowledge-
based reasoning and solid modeling process. However, 
besides feature geometric validation from the 
viewpoint of solid modeling, engineering validation, 
i.e. feature semantics checking is equally important 
and these consistencies should be checked and 
maintained in the context of the specific application.  
To integrate different computer-aided applications, 
technologies to achieve a common information 
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infrastructure were studied, such as in [4], [6], [10] 
where blackboard mechanisms were used. However, 
the mutual dependency relations among different 
application features have not been established yet, 
especially relations between non-geometric attributes 
of different features. They are necessary for 
information consistency control between different 
application models. However, they are also very 
complicated. For example, process planning on its own 
is a very complicated application; incrementally 
modifying process plans according to design changes 
is even more challenging. Such relations make across-
domain consistency control very difficult.  
Recently, some researchers concentrated on feature 
semantics [1-2], feature validity control [14-15] and 
feature relation maintenance [5], [13]. In addition, the 
ISO 10303-224 STEP standard [20] contributes in a 
great way for formally defining machining features. 
However, their machining feature definitions do not 
include (or provide mechanisms to link to) sufficient 
machining information, such as tolerances or 
machining methods, which are necessary for multi-
application-oriented information. Furthermore, they 
do not provide implementation methods for defining 
new types of machining features. 
 
4. FUNDAMENTALS OF UNIFIED FEATURE 
MODELING 
In order to allow the description and manipulation of 
product information, explicit and concise definitions 
of information entities and relations among these 
entities are important. Another important issue is 
which information entities should be included in 
feature definitions. This section defines the basic 
concepts of unified feature modeling, which include 
definition of unified feature and generic relations. 
Constituents of two application features, design and 
process-planning features, are discussed.  
Unified feature modeling scheme is an extension of 
the associative feature concept which was proposed for 
representing and manipulating complicated geometric 
relations with respect to mutual dependency [13]. 
These relations are difficult to represent by traditional 
feature technologies because traditional definitions 
are usually two-manifold and shell-based. The 
associative feature definition is not confined to the 
part boundary and emphasis on the geometric 
relations between entities within a single feature. It 
also highlights that an ideal data structure of a feature 
definition must be flexible and self-contained. In this 
paper, the associative feature concept is further 
extended to include non-geometric relations as well as 
associate entities of different features. Another basic 
element of the unified feature modeling scheme is 
feature unification. It is proposed for providing a layer 
of generic definitions for different application features. 
The main characteristics of the proposed unified 
feature modeling scheme are listed as follows: 

(1) Unified feature scheme defines the generic 
common characteristics (attributes and methods) 
of all supported application features; 

(2) Unified feature attributes may be used to give 
feature specifications during the initialization of 
an application feature while unified constraint 
types can be used to establish relations between 
feature constituents for dynamic modifications; 

(3) Constraint definitions in unified feature models 
provide an interface between feature geometric 
definitions and application’s reasoning 
mechanism. These linkages ensure the validity of 
feature semantics from the viewpoint of a specific 
application; 

(4) Due to the common information infrastructure, 
unified feature models can transcend application 
boundaries and therefore establish and maintain 
mutual dependency relations (geometric or non-
geometric) between different application features 
through association types provided at the lower 
associative feature level; 

(5) Unified feature models make use of associative 
geometric references to name, index, identify and 
query geometric elements supported with a solid 
model. 

In general, the unified feature and associative feature 
concepts together provide a basis for establishing an 
information modeling scheme for collaborative and 
concurrent engineering. It supports an environment 
for consistency control among different application 
feature models. 
 
4.1 Unified Feature Type 
In accordance with the above-mentioned fundamental 
concepts, the unified features are modeled using a 
UML class diagram [3] (Fig. 3). In this figure, 
GeoElement represents geometric element; PPFeature 
represents process-planning feature while OAFeature 
represents other application feature. 
For the reader’s convenience, some UML symbols 
used in the above figures are explained here. 
Rectangles represent classes (such as the 
UnifiedFeature class), including class names, 
attributes and operations. Dashed and directed lines 
represent dependency relations. The lines are directed 
from the depending class to the class it depends on. 
Solid and directed lines with triangular, open 
arrowheads represent generalization relationships, 
pointing to the more general class defining basic 
properties. Solid and directed lines with open 
diamonds represent aggregation relationships, 
pointing from the “parts” to the “whole”, aggregated 
object. The ranges aside the origin and target of an 
aggregation arrow indicate how many “parts” can or 
must be in a “whole” [3]. For example, a unified 
feature can include none or many other unified 
features. 
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Fig. 3. Unified feature 
 

In concept, the general unified feature type defines 
properties, which are inherited by all application 
features. As mentioned above, a feature is a 
relationship object associating a set of geometric 
entities, which have specific engineering meanings in a 
specific application. 
(1) Constituents of a unified feature include 

geometric entities and attributes. Geometric 
entities may be primitive geometric elements, 
such as faces, edges, vertices; or other derived or 
constructive entities associated to the product and 
certain applications. Geometric entities may be 
part of several unified features. This allows the 
definition of combined features. Different 
application features’ geometries have different 
natures and abstraction levels. For example, 
conceptual design feature’s geometry may only 
include critical geometric entities which are 
indispensable to realize the required sub-
functions. Detailed design feature’s geometry 
include critical and other supplementary 
geometric entities while machining feature’s 
geometry are derived from machining faces 
according to the chosen machining operations. 

(2) Feature semantics are represented by persistent 
attributes and relations among different feature 
constituents.  
• Generic attributes can include names, 

dimensions, positions and orientations, etc. 
Specific application features can define their 
specific attributes. 

• Constraints specify relations among feature 
constituents. Constituent-level relations include 
relations defined on one or among a few 
primitive geometric elements, e.g. geometric 
constraints, such as radius, distance, parallel, 

incidence constraints; and those among inter-
feature attributes and geometric elements. 
Relations among feature attributes and 
geometric elements are bidirectional. For 
example, changing the value of a feature’s 
attributes can affect the corresponding 
geometric elements and vice versa. Specific 
application features can define and implement 
their specific constituent-level relations. 
Ontological relations can also be modeled to 
map semantic relations. 

(3) Common methods include: 
• createGeometry method uses functions 

provided by solid modeler to create a feature’s 
geometry; 

• checkValidity method checks the validity of 
constituent-level relations; In the case of 
combined features, constituent-level relations 
associate different features.  

• queryInformation method acquires object 
properties; 

Specific application feature classes need to 
materialize these methods. 

 
4.2 Generic Relations 
A generic relation R (A, B, C,…), where A, B, C,… are 
unified features, constrains geometric or non-
geometric constituents of features A, B, C, etc.  
According to the entities associated by the relations, 
generic relations can be defined on application, feature 
and feature constituent level. On different levels, 
different mechanisms or methods solve or enforce the 
constraints. 
Constraint relations in a unified feature model can be 
classified as geometric and non-geometric relations 
(Fig. 4). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Generic relation 
 
Geometric relations are defined between two 
geometric elements. They include common geometric 
constraints, such as distance, parallel, radius, 
incidence, coaxial, and other geometric relations, such 
as those mentioned in [13]. It should be noted here 
that this research covers the definitions of geometric 
constraints specified in ISO 10303-108 [16]. 
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Geometric elements involved in a geometric relation 
may belong to the same feature, different features 
from the same application, or even different features 
from different applications. Non-geometric relations 
may exist among: 
(1) Feature attributes and the corresponding 

(2) ttributes of the same feature or different 

(3) ations; 

A b ss-

.2.1 Design relations 
ocess can be roughly divided into 

eometry and 

ns are generalized: 
metric 

(2) structure relations. 

(3) ucture 

Gen stems, 

.2.2 Process planning relations 
, generally includes 

 design model 

tock removal 

 the 

geometric entities; they are part of the consistency 
relations between feature models and geometric 
models. 
Feature a
features of the same application; these relations 
represent feature’s engineering meanings. 
Feature attributes from different applic
these relations represent consistency relations 
and can be used to propagate modifications 
among associated application feature models. 

rief analysis of relations in design and proce
planning stages are given in the next two sections. 
Major information entities and relations among them 
are discussed. These identified entities and relations 
can be used for further developing design feature 
models and process-planning feature models. 
 
4
A product design pr
conceptual design stage and detailed design stage. 
During the conceptual design stage, a designer 
translates given design requirements (from market or 
customers) into product functions. Following function 
decomposition, suitable behaviors (usually with 
multiple possibilities) and the corresponding 
supporting geometric structures (assembly or part) are 
generated. Generally, function-behavior-geometry 
correspondences are not one-to-one, i.e. many 
possible geometric solutions for a given function exist. 
In the detailed design stage, the chosen geometric 
structures are transformed into real geometries. 
Similarly, multiple possibilities exist in this mapping 
process. Detailed product parameters, such as 
dimensions, tolerances, surface finishes or materials, 
are specified in this stage. Some intermediate or more 
determinant linkages are proposed to control the 
mapping [17], [8], [18]. These approaches depend on 
predefined structure libraries to limit the search space. 
Reasoning among different solutions is still an 
unsolved issue. However, no matter interactively or 
manually, once the detailed product geometries and 
parameters are generated, the relations between 
product’s geometries, parameters and its 
corresponding functions should be established and 
maintained for later consistency control. 
Each part in a product assembly has its g
characteristics (shape, size, etc.). Product behaviors 
are generated from part-part interactions which may 
be geometric or physical interactions. It is these static 
geometric structures and dynamic behaviors that 
realize the product functions. On the other hand, 
product functions determine the necessary behaviors, 

i.e. interactions. Part-part interactions further require 
the existence of critical geometric entities and their 
corresponding attributes. These critical geometric 
entities/attributes as well as relations (including non-
geometric relations) between them should be kept in 
the detailed design model. 
Three types of design relatio
(1) Function/behavior relations. Geo

structures’ behaviors collectively determine the 
product functionality. 
Behavior/geometric 
Geometric structures and their interactions can be 
determined by behavior requirements. These 
structures include part geometries, dimensions, 
tolerances, surface finishes, materials, etc. 
Geometric structure/geometric str
relations. Reference relations and assembly 
relations among different feature constituents can 
be derived from the required interactions. 
erally, in the existing feature modeling sy

features are only used as geometric macros. Feature 
parameters are usually not checked and maintained 
from the viewpoint of their engineering validity. In 
this proposed unified feature modeling scheme, 
besides geometric relations, non-geometric relations 
should also be embedded into feature definitions. 
These two kinds of relations are associated to 
functional reasoning processes, i.e. function-behavior-
geometric structure mapping processes. 
 
4
Feature-based process planning
tasks of macro machining feature generation (design 
surface-machining operations mapping), machining 
operation aggregation, sequencing (micro machining 
feature generation) and machining parameters 
determinations. A predefined and workshop-specific 
machining feature library is necessary. 
In different machining environments, a
can be interpreted as different macro machining 
features. Furthermore, in a specific machining 
environment, according to different priorities 
(machining time, cost or product quality), a design 
model may correspond to different process plans, i.e. 
different micro machining features [21].  
A macro machining feature represents a s
set [21] which in turn consists of a set of micro 
machining features. A micro machining feature is 
generally defined as the surface generated by a 
primitive machining operation. Its attributes include 
surface type, operation tolerance, cutting depth, 
datum face, pre-operation face and post-operation 
face. Major relations in process-planning include: 
(1) The dimension, tolerance and surface finish of

last workpiece face, i.e. the post-operation face of 
the last micro machining operation, should fulfill 
the corresponding design face specifications. 
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(2) The sum of cutting depths of all micro machining 
features of a macro machining feature should be 
equal to the overall allowance. 

(3) The post-operation face of the previous micro 
machining operation is the same as the pre-
operation face of the current micro machining 
operation. 

(4) A micro machining operation’s cutting depth is 
determined by the cutter specifications of the 
current micro machining operation and those of 
the next micro machining operation. 

(5) Precedence constraints among machining 
operations, e.g. finishing operations can not be 
arranged before roughing operations. 

Traditionally, design by machining feature systems 
only use macro machining features to create product’s 
geometric model. In this way, only limited information 
can be represented from the viewpoint of process-
planning. Micro machining features are more suitable 
to link design and process-planning. The parameters 
of a micro machining feature and the relations 
between different machining features are manipulated 
by higher-level process-planning reasoning processes, 
i.e. design surface-machining operations mapping, 
machining operations aggregation and sequencing. 
 
4.3 Unified Feature Model 
A product information model consists of several 
application feature models. Each application feature 
model consists of a set of application features, which 
are instances of subclasses of unified feature. 
Therefore, a product information model may also be 
regarded as the combination of a set of feature 
constituents (geometric and non-geometric) and 
relations specified among them. All these different 
application feature models refer to the same final 
product geometry and product parameters. From the 
above analysis, we can see final product geometry and 
product parameters are the common basis for linking 
design and process-planning. The final product 
geometry and product parameters are also the pivot to 
trade off the conflicted design and manufacturing 
requirements. 
According to the elements involved, relations can be 
classified on application-level, feature-level and 
feature-constituent-level. A product information 
model is responsible for maintaining application-level 
relations, i.e. keeping consistency relations or trading 
off between different applications. Each application is 
responsible for maintaining corresponding feature-
level relations, i.e. keeping consistency relations 
between different features within a specific 
application. Each application feature is responsible for 
maintaining feature-constituent-level relations, i.e. 
keeping validity of an application feature.  
A product information model is regarded as a valid 
unified feature model (Fig. 5), if: 

(1) All application feature models are created using 
the unified feature concept, 

(2) Three-levels (application, feature and feature-
constituent levels) of geometric and non-
geometric mutual dependency relations are 
established and maintained. 

 
AppModel1 AppModel2 

AppF1.1 AppF2.1 

 
 

Fig. 5. Unified feature model 
 
A rectangle with two tabs in Fig. 5 represents a 
component (such as application model AppModel1 or 
solid model SolidModel), which is a physical and 
replaceable part of a system that conforms to and 
provides the realization of a set of interfaces. 
Rectangles with their names underlined (such as 
geometric element GeoE1) represent objects to which a 
set of operations can be applied and which has a state 
that stores the effects of the operations [3]. In the 
figure, AppModel means application model. AppF 
means application feature and GeoE means geometric 
element. Note that the requirements from different 
applications in a real product information model may 
conflict with each other. A conflict resolution 
mechanism for all supported applications is necessary 
in such cases to solve the conflicts and keep the 
consistency relations in the product information 
model. This problem can be solved eventually if a 
common unified feature model is established and 
accepted by the engineering community. 
 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper proposes a new unified feature-modeling 
scheme for information sharing and consistency 
control among different application feature models. 
This scheme is based on feature association and 
unification concepts, covering three-level geometric 
and non-geometric relations. Such relations are 
established and dynamically maintained in the 
proposed unified feature model. This scheme is 
intended as the foundation for a future multi-
application and feature-object-oriented information 
infrastructure for collaborative and concurrent 
engineering. 

SolidModel 

GeoE1 

GeoE2 

AppF1.2 AppF2.2 
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The immediate future research works include: 
(1) Establishing a generic geometry reference model 

for linking, searching, naming and matching 
geometric elements. 

(2) Developing typical geometric and non-geometric 
association types at different levels. With priority 
on the associations among application features 
(e.g. design and process-planning features). 

(3) Controlling and formalizing the referencing paths 
among different application models used to 
propagate feature modifications. 
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